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About Joseph Pagano Studios

Joseph Pagano has been 
an artist and designer 
for over 30 years. He 
has been creating unique 
modern lighting and glass 
sculptures since his years 
at The University of the 
Arts. With a mastery of 
skills in glassblowing and 
fabrication, he custom 
designs and builds each 
style by hand, merging 
raw materials like glass, 
wood and metals into 
timeless designs.

As an artist and designer he states that nature has always been a huge 
source of inspiration for his work, providing him with an infinite palette 
to create from. His design process is constantly evolving, combining 
old world craftsmanship with modern design. Every piece he creates is 
meticulously crafted and detailed.

All of the finishes are applied with his years of experience and 
refinements. Much of the collection is a process of what he calls 
spontaneous design and controlled accidents, allowing the materials 
to reveal their hidden potential. He will often spend weeks studying 
the elements he uses before executing an idea. He is constantly pushing 
the process of hand built design, creating works that meet his exacting 
standards.

Joseph often collaborates with designers and architects who seek out 
his distinctive vision, producing unique works which are custom tailored 
to meet their clients needs.



Astral Collection

About the Collection

The Astral meaning is to be connected with or resembling the stars. It is 

my continuing study of the elements found in nature that inspire me. The 

Astral collection is a reflection of the cosmos and the crystal formations 

found deep in the earth. These are refined modern interpretation of those 

influences.



THE ASTRAL COLLECTION
ASTRAL PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

globes are 4” dia. x 18” long.

shown in smoke grey and opal 

white hand blown globes with 

satin brass finish.

36” long x 4” diameter.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.

custom colors and sizes available.

lead time 4 to 6 weeks.

hand built and finished in 

hudson valley, ny.



THE ASTRAL COLLECTION
ASTRAL NESTING PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

Shown in a dark bronze finish. 

clear & smoke custom hand blown 

glass globes. hand braided bronze 

cord with butter onyx stone 

tension bead.

Sizes Vary, these globes shown are:

 3” dia x 14” long.

Lead time 6 to 8 weeks.

60 watt filament bulbs max.

hand built and finished in 

hudson valley, ny.

The astral nesting pendant is a new addition to the 

series shown as a grouping of astral globes nesting 

together to form a singular dynamic layered pendant. 

This series can be done with multiple globes at varying 

lengths or tightly grouped together as shown.



THE ASTRAL COLLECTION
ASTRAL TALL LAMP

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

shown in custom brass balance 

with bubble onyx stone base. smoke 

grey and opaline white globes.

66” tall x 36” long at globes.

satin and polish brass custom 

fittings.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.

lead time 12 weeks.

hand built and finished in hudson 

valley, ny.



THE ASTRAL COLLECTION
ASTRAL WALL SCONCE

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

shown in opal white globes and 

satin brass fittings. brass back 

plate.

custom hand blown glass globe at 

14” long x 3” dia.

26” long x 3” wide overall.

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.

hand built and finished in hudson 

valley, ny.



Celestial Collection

About the Collection

Celestial literally means relating to the sky or outer space. This 

collection is a very purposeful response to how these things fascinate 

me. With handmade glass globes on pendants that seem to levitate, I use 

natural elements like crystals and wood to accent the fixtures allure. 

With many options and choices in material I use my instincts as a designer 

and craftsman to create compelling works that go beyond traditional 

lighting into light sculpture. 



CELESTIAL COLLECTION
CELESTIAL BALANCE PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

shown in smoke grey and enamel 

white with satin brass finish.

multiple globe and height options.

48” long x 20” wide.

shown with smokey quartz details.

all hand blown globes 6.5” dia. 

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.

all hardware made and assembled 

in hudson valley, ny.



CELESTIAL COLLECTION
CELESTIAL II PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

shown in enamel white and clear 
globes with satin custom brass 
fittings.
12” high x 24” wide.
hand blown custom glass globes 
8” x 6” dia.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.
lead time 4 to 6 weeks.

hand built and finished in hudson 
valley, ny.



CELESTIAL COLLECTION
CELESTIAL III PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

shown in custom opal and enamel 

white globes @ 7” dia.

arms in hand milled spalted maple 

with onyx brass finish.

20” tall x 18” wide.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.

hand built and finished in hudson 

valley, ny.



CELESTIAL COLLECTION
CELESTIAL VI PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

Show with custom smoke grey and 
enamel white and clear globes.
8” x 6” diameter with satin brass 
custom fittings. 60” long x 30” wide.
custom sizes and configurations 
available.

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.
60 watt filiment bulbs max.

hand built and finished in hudson 
valley, ny.



Mantis Collection

About the Collection

The mantis collection started with an idea to merge the beauty of raw 

materials with the crisp lines of Bauhaus design. using blown glass, wood 

and bronze with innovative armatures this style can be configured to suit 

any room parameters needed. With multiple finished and gloabe shapes 

these timeless pendants become the statement piece.



MANTIS COLLECTION
MANTIS 90º PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

hand built and finished in 

hudson valley, ny.



MANTIS COLLECTION
MANTIS II ARM PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



MANTIS COLLECTION
MANTIS III ARM PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



MANTIS COLLECTION
MANTIS MADERA PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



MANTIS COLLECTION
MANTIS III MADERA PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



MANTIS COLLECTION
MANTIS MATRIX DESK LAMP

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

rosewood base and custom handle, 
hand blown glass cloud white 
globe, satin brass fittings and base.

custom hand blown glass globe at 
6” dia. 
24” tall x 18” wide.

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.
60 watt filiment bulbs max.

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



MANTIS COLLECTION
MANTIS STUDIO LAMP

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

Shown in dark bronze with 
rosewood base

Globe is 6” in diameter
Base is 6” x 7”
24” tall

75 watt filmient blubs max.
Lead time 6 to 8 weeks

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



MANTIS COLLECTION
MANTIS WOOD GRAIN PENDANT

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

shown in dark walnut grain and 
dark bronze brass finish.

globe is 11” diameter.
custom sizes available.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.
hand blown glass globe.
lead time 4 to 6 weeks.

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



Matsuri Collection

About the Collection

Inspired from ancient Chinese  lanterns, the Matsuri Collection is an 

always evolving series of one of a kind luxury lighting sculptures that 

define Joseph Pagano Studios attention to detail, mastery of disciplines 

and his unique approach to combining and merging different materials. 

These timeless designs embody the artistic and intuitive instincts his work 

is known for. 



THE MATSURI COLLECTION
CHAIN & BALL MATSURI DESK LAMP

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

shown with a dark bronze brass 

finish. green onyx stone base. 

opaline white hand blown faceted 

globe. solid clear hand faceted 

balance. hand forged chain.

Size: 24” tall x 36” long.

globe: 6” dia.

lead time 8 to 12 weeks.

hand built and finished in

 hudson valley, ny.



THE MATSURI COLLECTION
MATSURI DESK LAMP I

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

shown in cream bubble onyx base 

and handle. satin brass fittings, 

hand forged chain. custom 

reticello hand blown globe

custom hand blown glass globes

6” dia. 24” tall x 36” long at arm.

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.

hand built and finished in

 hudson valley, ny.



THE MATSURI COLLECTION
MATSURI DESK LAMP II

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

shown in spalted maple geometric 
base. onyx brass finish, handblown 
ivory and opal globe with white 
leather wrapped cord.

custom hand blown glass globe
6.5” dia. 24” tall x 36” long at arm.

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.
60 watt filiment bulbs max.

hand built and finished in
 hudson valley, ny.



THE MATSURI COLLECTION
MATSURI DESK LAMP III

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

shown in spalted maple geometric 

base. onyx brass finish, handblown 

ivory and opal globe with white 

leather wrapped cord.

custom hand blown glass globe

6.5” dia. 24” tall x 36” long at arm.

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.

hand built and finished in

 hudson valley, ny.



THE MATSURI COLLECTION
MATSURI FLOOR LAMP

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

Shown in satin brass custom 

fittings with faceted Coco Bolo 

rosewood center.

Opal and enamel white handblown 

glass globe: 8 diameter.

60” tall by 36” long balancing arm.

75 watt max bulb 110 volts

Lead time 8 to 12 weeks

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



Geode & Sapphire Collection



The Geode Pendant is a study of the star constellations 

and geometric patterns found in nature.

Capable of multiple configurations on both ceiling or 

wall mounted installations. The geometric hand faceted 

crystal globes reflect their patterns like the stars 

in the cosmos. im fascinated with the similarities and 

relationships between materials, design and nature

THE GEODE & SAPPHIRE 
COLLECTION

THE GEODE PENDANT

shown in smoky grey and clear 
faceted crystals with satin brass 
custom fittings.

Globes: 5” diameter x 6” depth
Size: 60” long x 45” wide.

75 watts per bulb max
lead time 12 to 14 weeks.

hand built and finished in
 hudson valley, ny.



The sapphire pendant is a continuing study in my 

fascination with gemstones and crystals.

the reflection of light and magnification of the various 

glass elements evokes the image of a giant crystal 

formation found in a stalagmite or geode. comprised of 

many overlapping glass prisms this pendant changes from 

any angle forming a dynamic matrix of shapes and light.

THE GEODE & SAPPHIRE 
COLLECTION

THE SAPPHIRE PENDAN

Shown in hand shaped and faceted 
crystals in clear and smoky grey.

sizes vary and are specified at 
time of order.

no two crystals are alike just as 
the ones found in nature.

various sizes include 4” diameter 
to 8” diameter in varying shapes.

50 watt max halogen per socket.
Lead time 12 to 14 weeks.

hand built and finished in
 hudson valley, ny.



Wall Sconce Collection

About the Collection

The wall sconces I create reflect the larger pendants design but have their 

own unique characteristics and advantages. Made to enhance a smaller 

area but also frame a large wall if desired the wall sconces can direct 

light to a very open or confined space. Created to mimic the larger version 

of themselves they can be the stand alone wall jewelry statement piece or 

the cue to a more elaborate hanging pendant which they imitate.



WALL SCONCE COLLECTION
CHAIN & BALL WALL SCONCE

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

shown in smoke grey and ink black 

globe. hand forge brass chain. 

smokey quartz detail.

custom hand blown glass globe at 

8” dia. / 6” dia. brass back plate.

18” long x 8” wide.

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.

hand built and finished in 

hudson valley, ny.



The Geode Wall Sconce is a continued study in my 

fascination with crystals and faceted objects. These are 

handblown glass globes which are then methodically 

hand cut and polished very much like precious jewels. 

The reflections are a direct result of the glasses ability 

to transmit light and color. Suspended in bridle leather 

or hand forged brass chain the Geode Wall Sconce is a 

beautiful addition to the Wall Sconce Collection.

WALL SCONCE COLLECTION
GEODE WALL SCONCE

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

Shown with distressed hand cut 
dark brown bridle leather, custom 
faceted opaline white hand blown 
glass globes and custom satin 
brass fitting.

Custom hand blown glass globe at 
5” dia.
Diameter of backplate 4.5”
12” long x 5” wide x 5” deep to wall

Lead time 6 to 8 weeks.
60 watt filiment bulbs max.

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



The Sapphire wall sconces are created using a 

combination of hand chipped and polished facets. The 

chipped edges happen while the glass is still semi molten 

hot, these chips are then polished with heat in the glass 

furnace. Always slightly different these hand made glass 

jewels

WALL SCONCE COLLECTION
SAPPHIRE WALL SCONCE

Inspired from modern timeless 
design and my passion for working 
with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 
blown and finished in NY. The 
bronze elements are all milled 
and hand finished in my studio. 
The series is designed and crafted 
using traditional techniques and 
processes. The attention to detail 
and surface is my hallmark.

Shown in clear polished and cut 
handblown glass with a custom 
satin brass three pronged back 
plate. Available in several metal 
and glass finishes.

Sizes Vary, these shown are:
 9” long x 7” wide x 5” deep.

Lead time 6 to 8 weeks.
30 watt halogen bulbs max.

hand built and finished in 
hudson valley, ny.



TRITON COLLECTION
TRITON WALL SCONCE

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

hand built and finished in
 hudson valley, ny.



TRITON COLLECTION
TRITON TALL WALL SCONCE

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

Shown in a dark bronze finish. 

globe in smoke & ink black stripe 

glass.

globe at 6” dia x 10” long.

backplate 9” wide x 5” long.

Lead time 6 to 8 weeks.

60 watt filament bulbs max.

hand built and finished in
hudson valley, ny.



WALL SCONCE COLLECTION
WOOD GRAIN CHAIN & BALL 
WALL SCONCE

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

The glass globes are all mouth 

blown and finished in NY. The 

bronze elements are all milled 

and hand finished in my studio. 

The series is designed and crafted 

using traditional techniques and 

processes. The attention to detail 

and surface is my hallmark.

shown in wood grain custom globe 

and hand forged brass chain. 

ebonized ipe backplate.

custom hand blown glass globe at 

8” dia. 16” long x 8” wide.

lead time 6 to 8 weeks.

60 watt filiment bulbs max.

hand built and finished in hudson 

valley, ny.in hudson valley, ny.



Side Table Collection

About the Collection

The side table collection embody all the aspects of pagano studios mantra. 

To coax the natural beauty from  raw materials to create exquisitely 

refined furniture pieces. Using the finest hardwoods, stone, bronze and 

glass these tables showcase josephs ability to manipulate these elements 

into timeless heirloom designs.



The lotus side table is a modern vision on the blooming 
lotus flower. using a single continuous pour of molten 
glass, the top is cast in resin bonded sand as was done 
over a 100 years ago. The bubbles and mold lines are 
a unique fingerprint for each top. This is a completely 
natural and special part of the process. the base is 
comprised with carefully cut slabs of bronze which are 
then brazed together hot to from the glass tops base. 
Each table is then carefully detailed and signed.

SIDE TABLE COLLECTION
LOTUS SIDE TABLE

Shown in cast bronze and cast 

glass. this table is pure in 

materials and craftsmanship. the 

hallmark of Pagano Studios.

OAH 22” high.

Glass top 16” inches DIA x 1.5” thick.

Bronze Base 19” tall.

Lead time 12 to 16 weeks.

hand built and finished in
 hudson valley, ny.



The Sofia Side Tables embody all the aspects of Pagano 

Studios mantra. To coax the natural beauty from raw 

materials creating exquisitely refined furniture and 

lighting. Using the finest hardwoods, precious metals and 

natural stone these tables showcase joseph’s ability to 

manipulate these elements in timeless heirloom designs.

SIDE TABLE COLLECTION
SOFIA SIDE TABLE

Inspired from modern timeless 

design and my passion for working 

with natural materials.

shown in spalted beechwood top 

with custom satin and polished 

brass elements. Base created in 

custom Scaglione alabaster.

Available in various hardwoods 

and stone finishes

Size: 24.5”

Top: 24” long x 21” wide.

Brass Stem: 

 18” height x 2” wide

Scaglione alabaster Base:

  13” dia x 4” height.

lead time 8 to 12 weeks.

hand built and finished in
 hudson valley, ny.
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FINISHES

GLOBE STYLES, MANTIS

GLOBE STYLES, CELESTIAL

METAL FINISHES

    BURNT UMBER                        FERRARRI RED                    CLOUD WHITE                       INK BLACK 

       CLEAR & WHITE                   CLOUD WHITE                   SMOKE & WHITE

              SATIN                             DARK BRASS                       ONYX BRASS 

   SPALTED MAPLE               WENGE                    ROSEWOOD             COCO BOLO               CLARO WALNUT
ROSEWOOD 

WOOD FINISHES



JOSEPH PAGANO STUDIOS

Contact Us!

We are excited to hear from you and look forward to the 
opportunity to collaborate, design and create!

info@josephpagano.com • www.josephpagano.com


